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Based on the operational condition of the transformer, FRA has
two major methods: off-line method and the later developed online method to eliminate down-time, assure continuity, efficient,
low cost and reliable power supply [1,5-7].
Based on the input signal, the two branches of FRA techniques
are;
 Sweep Frequency Response Analysis (SFRA) and
 Impulse Frequency Response Analysis (IFRA)

Abstract
The most expensive equipment among all electrical items of
equipment is power transformer. Power transformers, which are
the heart of power system often face numerous hazards
continuously over the course of operation. It is highly crucial to
supervise and monitor electrical elements, particularly power
transformers. The failure of a power transformer in active part
can cause millions of dollars to restore. This paper tends to
propose an algorithm to monitor and supervise the major part of
transformer, which is the winding by taking into consideration
the design conception using finite element method and early
detection of winding defects using Frequency Response
Analysis (FRA) with statistical analysis support. In this paper,
FRA simulations of a three phase transformer that were
conducted via Finite Element Analysis and Matlab software are
further verified statistically using F-Test and T-Test statistical
techniques. F-test and T-test are viewed among others as two
major adopted statistical tools that give the exact and accurate
condition of the transformer windings based on the concept of
objective winding asymmetry. It was proven that two sets of
FRA data when tested with F-test and T-test match as long as
the windings are in good condition. They prove otherwise when
any of the phases is faulty. It was also shown that the no-load
loss simulation result deviated by 10% decrease to that of
measurement.
Hence, choosing the FEA techniques in
transformer design can improve the no-load loss optimization
and early detection of winding defects using frequency response
analysis with statistical analysis support is eminent.
Keywords: Three Phase Transformer, Frequency Response
Analysis, Finite Element Analysis, No-load losses, F-Test, Ttest.

The SFRA and IFRA methods are normally done off-line, but
recent developments show that on-line method can be applied
in diagnosing the transformer using either the SFRA or IFRA
method [1,5, 8-10].
The development of the interpretation of FRA Transformer test
results by applying statistical analysis is a new style that is based
on the degree of agreement or disagreement between two sets of
data from FRA measurements corresponding to the faulty and
normal conditions of the transformer [11]. The idea of FRA is
due to the fact that each transformer winding has a unique
signature of its spectral, which is sensitive to change in the
parameters of the winding, such as inductance, resistance and
capacitance [11-13]. Several researchers have worked with
several patterns that deals with statistical criteria for FRA
results interpretation but none according to Literature has been
able to claim that the pattern used should be universal approach
[13].
The paper views F-Test and T-Test among others as the two
major adopted statistical tools that give the exact and accurate
condition of the transformer windings based on the concept of
objective winding asymmetry. It is proven that two sets of FRA
data when tested with F-test and T-test match as long as the
windings are in good condition and they prove otherwise when
any of the phases is abnormal.

1. INTRODUCTION
The need to supervise and monitor electrical elements,
particularly power transformers, which are considered as the
heart of power system cannot be over emphasised. Records
testify that transformer failure especially in high voltage level
like 230kV and above can cause irrecoverable problems in
power system. Frequency Response Analysis (FRA) is
considered as a high accuracy, fast, economic and nondestructive method in detecting winding defects [1].
FRA is often used as a diagnostic tool for investigation of
windings in electrical devices, mostly for identiﬁcation of
dislocations and deformations of transformer windings [2].
Frequency Response Analysis (FRA) is widely accepted as one
of the main techniques in diagnosing the power transformers’
health condition, and it is especially valuable for potential
mechanical problems detections like deformations or
displacements in the windings and the core sheets [3,4].

2. METHODOLOGY
The following are the steps taken in order to come up with the
desired results.
2.1 The Finite Element Analysis Technique
The finite element method according to [14] is a numerical
technique for obtaining approximate solutions to boundaryvalue problems of mathematical physics. The origin of the
method is dated back to mid-20th century, when its use began
for aircraft design. Courant was the first to propose the method
for solving equilibrium and vibration problems in the early
1940s [15]. The method was then developed and applied
extensively to problems of elasticity and structural analysis and
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more so to problems in many other fields like electromagnetics
and fluid dynamics.

E = electric field intensity (volts/meter)
D = electric flux density (coulombs/meter2)
H = magnetic field intensity (amperes/meter)
B = magnetic flux density (webers/meter2)
J = electric current density (amperes/meter2)
 = electric charge density (coulombs/meter3)
In (1) and (2), S is an arbitrary open surface bounded by contour
C, whereas in (3) and (4), S is a closed surface enclosing volume
V.
The fundamental equation derived from (2) and (3), is known as
the equation of continuity;

According to Mohammad et al [16], FEA is a very sophisticated
tool widely used by engineers, scientists and researchers to
resolve engineering problems arising from various physical
fields such as AC Magnetics, transient, electromagnetic,
thermal, structural, fluid flow, acoustic and others.
Currently the FEA is absolutely the dominant numerical
analysis method for simulation of physical field distributions,
without being paralleled by any other numerical technique.

d

 J.dS  dt  
S

In essence, FEA finds the solution to any engineering problem
that can be described by a finite set of spatial partial derivative
equations with appropriate boundary and initial conditions. It is
used to solve problems for an extremely wide variety of static,
steady state and transient engineering applications in various
scientific areas such as automotive, aerospace, nuclear and
biomedical etc. [17-18].
2.1.1 FEA solution steps
The basic steps in setting up, solving and analyzing problems in
FEA software are outlined in fig. 1. These steps include
specifying the problem type, designing the geometrical model
and assigning material properties and boundary conditions.
Finally, the problem is solved and the results are analyzed [19].
FEA solves electromagnetic field problems by solving
Maxwell’s equations (as shown in (1)-(4)) in a finite region of
space with appropriate boundary conditions and, when
necessary, with user-specified initial conditions in order to
obtain a solution with guaranteed uniqueness.
In order to obtain the set of algebraic equations to be solved, the
geometry of the problem is discretized automatically into
tetrahedral elements. All the model solids are meshed by mesh
operation as shown in fig. 2 and the equivalent circuit is shown
in fig. 3. The assembly of all tetrahedral is referred to as the
finite element mesh of the model or simply the mesh. Inside
each tetrahedron, the unknown characteristics for the field being
calculated are represented as polynomial of second order. Thus,
in regions with rapid spatial field variation, the mesh density
needs to be increased for better accuracy [20-21].
2.1.2 Boundary conditions
The boundary conditions associated with the domain of any
specific FEA problem is crucial to determine the solution to
such problem. Hence, a complete description of an
electromagnetic problem should include information about both
differential equations and boundary conditions. The boundary
conditions to apply in this problem are originated from
integral form of Maxwell’s equation [22-23], which can also
apply to many other time-varying fields’ problems. They are
given by
d
(Faraday’s Law)
(1)
E.dl  
B.dS
dt s
d
cH.dl  dt s D.dS  s J.dS (Maxwell – Ampere’s Law)

V

dV

(5)

It is regarded as the mathematical form of the law of
conservation of charge.
Equations (1)-(4) are considered as the fundamental equations
governing the behaviour of electromagnetic fields. They are
valid in all circumstances regardless of the medium and the
shape of the integration volume, surface, and contour [22-23].



c

 D.dS   
 B.dS  0
S

dV

(2)

(Gauss’s law)

(3)

(Gauss’s law – magnetic)

(4)

V

S

Figure 1: The basic steps in setting up, solving and analyzing
problems in FEA

Where
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B 2a 

1
B 2 .dv
V v

(6)

Where V represents the volume of the core, the complex vector
of the magnetic flux density B = curl A and A is the complex
amplitude of vector magnetic potential. For x-y symmetry,
where the third dimension is considered infinite in extent, the
vector potential Az (x,y) only has a z-component and is
described by [24]:

H
 1 Az
 1 Az
H cx
(
) (
)   j  ( cy 
)
x  y x
y  x y
x
y
(7)
Hcx and Hcy are the x- and y-components of the coercive force
vector Hc, treated as the equivalent magnetization surface
current on the boundary defining a region of constant
magnetization. The flux density components can be determined
from [25];

Figure 2: Fine meshed Geometric model of the three phase
power transformer in FEA.

Bx 

Az
;
y

By  

Az
x

(8)

Once the vector potential (Az) is known, the flux density
components can be determined as shown in (8). Problems on
most computers can be solved in less than a minute.
2.3.1 FEA AC Magnetics Simulation Results
The procedure adopted is after completion of pre-processor
stage and transformer discretization with FEA, the model is
ready for processing. At this phase, Maxwell’s equation system
to solve numerically and its solution is obtained. Distribution of
the magnetic field is obtained by association of all the values in
the domain [34].

Figure 3: The FEA corresponding circuit of the geometric
model of the power transformer.

Figures 4 and 5, show the momentary flux lines interactions
between the windings and core in AC-Magnetics simulation.
The determination of the average value of the mean square flux
density (Ba2) is shown in fig. 6. The utilization of the Ba2 for the
determination of core losses is crucial since it is the only
variable parameter in table 2. The core design in FEA software
was done with an eye on the target to yield the desired value of
Ba2 for appropriate magnetic power loss result. The electrical
losses at no-load is quite insignificant to be ignored but the perphase and the overall results are shown in table 1. The A, B and
C characters represent the transformer phases while the
subscript p and s are the primary and secondary windings
respectively. You can see from table 1, that the values of the
currents in secondary sides are almost zero due to no-load at the
secondary terminals.
The summary of the no-load losses in the transformer after
calculation of distributions of magnetic flux density and
volumetric density of core losses in the process are shown in
Table 3, together with the measured losses. It is therefore seen
that the core is the major contributor of losses in a transformer
at no-load.

2.2 The specification of the transformer under Study
The transformer under study is a three phase (three-leg core
type, oil immersed) medium distribution transformer with
vector group of Dyn11. The rated data of the transformer are:
Sn = 500 kVA; HV/LV = 11/0.42 kV; I1/I2 = 26.24/687.32 A;
%impedance = 4.5. fn = 50 Hz. The dimensions of the
transformer are: Length = 1140 mm; width = 880 mm; height =
1450 mm. The oil weight and the total weight are 320 kg and
1690 kg respectively. The measured no-load loss is 710 W [34].
2.3 FEA AC magnetics and transient simulations of the power
transformer
FEA in AC magnetic problems’ formulations uses complex
values that represent the real world quantities sinusoidally
changing with time. The integral values appear as quadratic
values pulsing around its mean value with double frequency.
The mean square flux density which has the characteristics of
quadratic value is given as [14]:
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The necessity of a calculation tool to accurately determine the
impact of design parameters on the core loss optimization seems
inevitable for transformer manufacturers. The anisotropic and
the non-linear behaviour of the magnetic core material of the
power transformer are modelled in 2-D FEA and the results are
then compared with measurement results of operational
distribution transformer of the same specification. This method
provides a chance for improvement of the core loss prediction
over the time when more measured data become available. The
electrical losses at no-load is seen to be insignificant to be
ignored. It is therefore seen that the core is the major contributor
of losses in a transformer at no-load.

Figure 6. The determination of the average value of the mean
square flux density
2.3.2 Transient Simulation of the system model
The model was further subjected to a transient simulation of
0.04 s to see pureness of the sinusoidal voltage waveform of the
system model as shown in Figure 7. The setup of the model’s
accompany circuit with the inclusion of the external impulse
source to test the integrity of the windings is shown in Figure 8.
The tests were carried out on phases A, B and C, one after
another. Figure 5 shows the model’s corresponding circuit
under a 3 kV magnitude impulse with 400 - pulse widths
which was applied in all the three phases one after another in
the same time interval. Figure 9 shows momentary flux
interactions between the core and windings in the presence of
the pulse signal.

Figure 4. The momentary flux lines interactions between the
windings and core in AC-Magnetics simulation.

The results of the three phases under tests were plotted together
by the help of Matlab as shown in Figure 10. The narrow pulse
width is of great importance for wideband representation in
frequency domain. The purpose of increasing the impulse
voltage up to 3 kV is to make sure that the pulse signal is
properly propagated to even minor parts of the windings and
also to significantly represent the signal in spectral analysis
without being eliminated as noise in the process. The impulse
period was timed to follow the cycle pattern of the sine wave.
Large deviation of the low-frequency response can be justified
by the fact that the core effect can be located in the lowest
frequency bandwidth of the FRA signature. The low-frequency
range, which is an inductive region of the SFRA scan, generally
tends to relate to the magnetic core, and since the winding shortcircuit fault changes the magnetizing characteristics of the
transformer core, this causes the low-frequency deviation of the
winding frequency response [26]. The nature of the fault is
simulated to reflect both displacement and deformation. This is
because; a deformed winding due to short circuit fault or other
external forces can lead to winding displacement. In order not
to concentrate on a particular range of frequency, an impulse
signal is rather used, which diagnoses with an aim to capture the
whole range of effect due to winding deformation or
displacement.

Figure 5. The momentary flux lines interactions between the
windings and core in AC-Magnetics simulation.
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2.3.3 Filtering Technique
A Simulink model to completely eliminate 50 Hz components
is further represented in Figure. 11 [34].
The model comprises of:





Measurement System: collects the information sent from
workspace.
Band-Stop (Notch filter): this is where the 50 Hz is being
eliminated.
FFT System: transforms the signal from time domain to
frequency domain.
Power Spectral Density Block: plots the magnitude spectral
of the transformed signal.

Figure 12 shows (from the magnitude spectral plot) the
authenticity of the model in eliminating 50 Hz frequency
components, when the pure sinusoidal wave obtained from FEA
software passed through the filter model and the results show
that the 50 Hz component was completely eliminated.

Figure 8. The model’s corresponding circuit with the external
impulse source.

Moreover, by passing the FEA simulation data with pulse
signals, the power spectral density eliminates the 50 Hz
components, leaving only the magnitude spectral of the pulse
components as shown in Figure 13.
In addition, Figure 14 shows the magnitude spectral of phase A
under partial winding collapse simulation. It can be noticed that
the drastic fall in magnitude signifies the abnormal condition of
that particular winding.
Figures 15 and 16 show the outputs of FFT block of the
transformed signal without the 50 Hz component.

Figure 9. momentary flux interactions between the core
and windings

Figure 7. The Pure Sinusoidal input Voltage of the
transformer
Figure 10. Time domain representation of three phase model
on impulse test from a measuring instrument
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Figure 13. The magnitude spectral of the output of the applied
pulse signal on normal phase
Figure 11. The Simulink Model for Spectral Analysis of the
FEA results.

Figure 14. The magnitude spectral of abnormal phase
Figure 12. Power Spectral Density of a Pure 50 Hz sinusoidal
Voltage.

Windings
Ap

Table 1: Determination of the no-load winding losses of the transformer
Conductivity
Area of Conductors
No-Load
No-Load Current
(g[S/m])
(S[mm2])
Currents (I[A])
Density (J[A/mm2])
5.60x107
25
0.21
0.0086

No-Load Electrical
Losses (Pe[W])
1.31

Bp

5.60x107

25

0.18

0.0072

0.93

Cp

5.60x107

25

0.18

0.0074

0.98

As

5.60x107

658

2.12x10-4

3.22x10-7

1.85x10-9

Bs

5.60x107

658

2.12x10-4

3.22x10-7

1.86x10-9

Cs

5.60x107

658

2.12x10-4

3.22x10-7

1.85x10-9

Total Electrical Losses (Pe)

Core (Hysteresis
and eddy current
losses)

3.21

Table 2: Determination of the core (magnetic) losses
Mass density of
Material properties The power
Mean square flux
core material ( 
of the core
frequency
density average
(Cm[W/kg])
(f[Hz])
(B2[T2])
ρ[kg/m3])

Magnetic
Power loss
(Pm[W])

7850

634.12

1.5

50

0.12117

Table 3: The simulated no-load loss value versus measurement
Simulation Measurement Relative deviation Decrease of no-load losses (%)
No-load losses (W)
637.33

710.00

- 72.67
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CC and SD parameters. ALSE was crowned as the most helpful
indicator with good numerical performance because its
accuracy in logarithmic scale.
The current stage of the art [11-13], identifies F-test and T-test
to be the most accurate and latest approaches that give exact
condition of the core and the winding when tested by FRA. A
binary conclusion (0 or 1) from comparison of normal and faulty
conditions is applied by the two statistical tests.
F-Test: The F-test (x,y) performs analysis of variance for
comparing the means of data in the vectors x and y.
First approach is to calculate standard deviation and variance of
the given set of data using the SD formula:
Figure 15. FFT block output results of the normal three phases
without 50 Hz component.

1 n
( xi  x ) 2

N  1 i 1



(9)

Where
x = given data

x = Mean
N = total number of samples
The standard deviation is represented by the symbol
variance is square of the standard deviation.

 and the

The formula used to calculate F-Test is,

Figure 16. FFT block output results with abnormal phase A
without 50 Hz component.

F

estimate of  2 from means
estimate of  2 from individuals

(10)

F

Variance between Treatments
Variance within Treatments

(11)

F

Variance of Treatments
Variance of Error

(12)

Or

2.4 Statistical techniques for final verifications of the condition
of the windings.

Or

According to literature [11], various researchers have applied
several numerical techniques in order to come up with perfect
interpretation of FRA tests results without expert opinion
assistance. Some statistical indicators such as correlation
coefficient (CC) and spectrum deviation (SD) have been
proposed by the researchers in the past in order to establish the
differences between recordings of the FRA results [27].
Observation made by Kim et al [28] in a presentation of
disadvantages between CC and SD showed that CC is not
sensitive for detecting dissimilarities in the FRA having similar
shapes but different magnitudes, with a constant difference in
magnitude. Small shift of a peak caused by natural variation in
the measuring process can be seen as fault by the SD technique
which results in false conclusion of the winding condition.

A significant small value of the test result suggests that x mean
is significantly different than the y mean. In other words, the
data x or y are mainly affected by a factor. To perform F-test, a
statistical hypothesis should be checked. If the variances of both
data sets match, it is called a null hypothesis (H0), otherwise, it
is called an alternative hypothesis (H1).
To determine whether a result is statistically significant is
independent of the application and considered confidence
interval. It is common to declare a result significant if the
confidence interval is considered 95 or 99% [30].
The F-test hypotheses strategy are as follows

Ryder [29], introduced some other parameters such as absolute
sum of logarithmic error (ALSE), min-max (MM) ratio and
absolute sum of difference (DABS). These were intended to
amend the undesirable aspects of

Null hypothesis:

 12   22

Alternative hypothesis:
The Fvalue is computed as follows
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Fvalue 

 12
 22

statistical indicators that clearly show the exact conditions of the
core and the winding. According to Behjat et al [32], some of
the transformer faults such as core effect and inter-turn fault
have a major effect on the low-frequency range of FRA.
Rahimpour et al [33] also has it that winding deformation affects
the whole frequency range and winding displacement affects
medium to high-frequency range of FRA signature.

(15)

H0 is rejected when Fvalue  FN 1, N 1,1 , where N1 and N2
1
2
2

are sample sizes and α is level of significance which is
determined as

  1

confidence interval

In order not to judge based on a particular range of frequency,
an impulse signal was rather used as a test signal, which
diagnosis with an aim to capture the whole nature of the balance
between the core and the windings. The simulations were done
by simulating effects of

(16)

The probability of the trueness of null hypothesis is the result of
F-test [11]. That is to say that the ratio of the two variances (i.e.
Fvalue) is not the result of the F-test, but the resulting value of the
F-test is the probability of the trueness of null hypothesis. In
other words, when variances of two data are very close to each
other, the largest test value (the largest probability) that is 1, will
be obtained. If a fault occurs in the transformer winding, the
result of F-test will be close to zero and, otherwise, the F-test
will give a result close to 1.






and the percentage offset of these faults were determined by the
help of F-test. The T-test also assigns zero to any phase of the
transformer under any of the faults and one to normal phases.

T-test: The T-test (x,y) performs a test of the null hypothesis
that the data in the vectors x and y are independent random
samples from normal distributions with equal (but unknown)
variances and then assesses whether the means of two data sets
are statistically different from each other.

The results are shown below

3.1 Core Movement Scenerio

The formula for T-test is given as

t

x1  x 2

 12
N1



 22

F-test: It is seen from Tables 4 and 5 that phase A was affected
by 29% offset due to core movement.

(17)

T-test: Tables 6 and 7 confirm that the result of Phases A
condition due to core movement is true by assigning a zero to
the T-test between Phases A and B. Assigning one to the T-test
between Phases B and C.

N2

Where,

x1 = Mean of first set of values
x 2 = Mean of second set of values

Table 4: Phases C and B on F-Test for core movement
Phase C
Phase B
0.005232604 0.005232604
Mean
1.29586E-05 1.29586E-05
Variance
37583
37583
Observations
37582
37582
df
1
%0 offset
F
0.1
P(F<=f) one-tail
F Critical one-tail 0.983173527

 1 = Standard deviation of first set of values
 2 = Standard deviation of second set of values
N1 = Total number of values in first set
N2 = Total number of values in second set.
The inherent property of the T-test is that it gives a digital
conclusion in terms of 0 or 1. The answer 1 indicates a rejection
of the null hypothesis at 5% significance level and 0 indicates a
failure to reject the null hypothesis at the 5% significance level.
x and y (may or may not) need not be vectors of the same length
[30-31] .

3.

Core movement
Partial winding collapse
Short circuit fault
Hoop buckling

Table 5: Phases A and B on F-Test for core movement
Affected Phase A Phase B
0.004233738
0.005232604
Mean
9.24909E-06
1.29586E-05
Variance
37527
37583
Observations
37526
37582
df
0.71374407
%29 offset
F
0.1
P(F<=f) one-tail
F Critical one-tail 0.983173527

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The FRA tests data that was simulated via FEA software in time
domain was exported to Matlab for frequency domain spectral
analysis and filtering processes [34]. The 50 Hz component and
other accompany noise signals were eliminated successfully.
The simulations were made under normal and faulty operating
conditions of the transformer. The next step is an application of
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Table 6: Phases C and B on T-test for core movement
Phase C
Phase B
0.005232604 0.005232604
Mean
1.29586E-05 1.29586E-05
Variance
37583
37583
Observations
Hypothesized M D 0
75164
df
1
P(T<=t) two-tail
T Critical two-tail 1.959995546

Hypothesized M D
df
P(T<=t) two-tail
T Critical two-tail

0
75164
1
1.959995546

Table 11: Phases A and B on T-test for partial winding
collapse
Affected Phase A Phase B
0.004153588
0.005232604
Mean
9.0843E-06
1.29586E-05
Variance
37531
37583
Observations
Hypothesized M D 0
75112
df
0
P(T<=t) two-tail
T Critical two-tail 1.959995568

Table 7: Phases A and B on T-test for core movement
Affected Phase A Phase B
0.004233738
0.005232604
Mean
9.24909E-06
1.29586E-05
Variance
37527
37583
Observations
Hypothesized M D 0
73104
df
0
P(T<=t) two-tail
T Critical two-tail 1.959996436

3.3 Short circuit fault
F-test: It is seen from Tables 12 and 13 that phase A is affected
by 69% offset due to Short circuit fault.

3.2 Partial winding collapse

Table 12: Phases A and C on F-Test for Short circuit fault
Phase A
Phase C
0.005232604 0.005232604
Mean
1.29586E-05 1.29586E-05
Variance
37583
37583
Observations
37582
37582
df
1
%0 offset
F
0.5
P(F<=f) one-tail
F Critical one-tail 0.983173527

F-test: It is seen from table 8 and 9 that phase A is affected by
30% offset due to Partial winding collapse.
T-test: Tables 10 and 11 confirm that the result of Phase A
condition due to partial winding collapse is true by assigning a
zero to the T-test between Phases A and B. Assigning one to the
T-test between Phases B and C.
Table 8: Phases B and C on F-Test for partial winding collapse
Phase B
Phase C
0.005232604 0.005232604
Mean
1.29586E-05 1.29586E-05
Variance
37583
37583
Observations
37582
37582
df
1
%0 offset
F
0.5
P(F<=f) one-tail
F Critical one-tail 0.983173527

Table 13: Phases B and A on F-Test for Short circuit fault
Affected Phase B Phase A
0.005283599
0.005232604
Mean
1.38472E-05
1.29586E-05
Variance
37538
37583
Observations
37537
37582
df
1.06857477
%69 offset
F
6.53008E-11
P(F<=f) one-tail
F Critical one-tail 1.017119571

Table 9: Phases A and B on F-Test for partial winding
collapse
Affected Phase A Phase B
0.004153588
0.005232604
Mean
9.0843E-06
1.29586E-05
Variance
37531
37583
Observations
37530
37582
df
0.701027076
%30 offset
F
0
P(F<=f) one-tail
F Critical one-tail 0.983167691

T-test: Tables 14 and 15 confirm that the result of Phase B
condition due to short circuit fault is true by assigning a zero to
the T-test between Phases B and A. Assigning one to the T-test
between Phases A and C.
Table 14: Phases A and C on T-test for Short circuit fault
Phase A
Phase C
0.005232604 0.005232604
Mean
1.29586E-05 1.29586E-05
Variance
37583
37583
Observations
Hypothesized M D 0
75164
df
1
P(T<=t) two-tail
T Critical two-tail 1.959995546

Table 10: Phases C and B on T-test for partial winding
collapse
Phase C
Phase B
0.005232604 0.005232604
Mean
1.29586E-05 1.29586E-05
Variance
37583
37583
Observations
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Table 15: Phases A and B on T-test for Short circuit fault
Affected Phase B Phase A
0.005283599
0.005232604
Mean
1.38472E-05
1.29586E-05
Variance
37538
37583
Observations
Hypothesized M D 0
75119
df
0.05628
P(T<=t) two-tail
T Critical two-tail 1.959995565

Table 19: Phases A and B on T-test for hoop buckling
Affected
Phase B
Phase C
0.004154472
0.005232604
Mean
8.76334 E-06
1.29586E-05
Variance
37567
37583
Observations
Hypothesized M D 0
72457
df
0
P(T<=t) two-tail
T Critical two-tail 1.959996725

3.4 Hoop buckling

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
An effective method is proposed to predict the magnitude of
the no-load loss densities by applying Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) software techniques. The anisotropic and the non- linear
behaviour of the magnetic core material of the power
transformer are simulated in AC magnetic mode of FEA and
the results are then compared with measurement results of
operational distribution transformer of the same specification.
The electrical losses at no-load is seen to be insignificant to be
ignored. It is therefore seen that the core is the major
contributor of losses in a transformer at no-load.

F-test: It is seen from Tables 16 and 17 that phase C is affected
by 32% offset due to hoop buckling.
Table 15: Phases A and B on F-Test for hoop buckling
Phase A
Phase B
Mean
Variance
Observations
df
F
P(F<=f) one-tail
F Critical one-tail

0.005232604
1.29586E-05
37583
37582
1
0.5
0.983173527

0.005232604
1.29586E-05
37583
37582
%0 offset

It can be observed that the behaviour of the Transformer model
represented in FEA software in time domain reflected in
frequency domain and likewise confirmed by spectral density
estimate blocks in Simulink. The authenticity of the equivalent
Simulink model in eliminating 50 Hz frequency components is
eminent. This is based on the fact that, when the pure sinusoidal
wave obtained from FEA software passed through the filter
model, the results show that the 50 Hz components was
completely eliminated. It is somehow noticed from the Simulink
results point of view that a deviation from phase A was shown
as a result of partial winding collapse simulation. In order
words, any deformation or dislocation in the winding can be
noticed by deviation in wave characteristics of the winding from
the rest.

Table 17: Phases C and B on F-Test for hoop buckling
Affected
Phase B
Phase C
0.004154472
0.005232604
Mean
8.76334E-06
1.29586E-05
Variance
37567
37583
Observations
37566
37582
df
0.676258598
%32 offset
F
0
P(F<=f) one-tail
F Critical one-tail 0.983171733

Hence the idea can be established as an algorithm by using
statistical tools to vividly indicate percentage offset of the odd
behavior of abnormal phase from the rest of the phases. The
simulation was done by simulating the effect of partial winding
collapse. The percentage offset of the fault was determined by
the help of F-test and T-test. The F-test assigns a ‘zero’ with
30% offset to any abnormal phase A of the transformer in
comparison with normal phases B and C, while T-test assigns a
‘one’ to confirm the F-test result.

T-test: Tables 18 and 19 confirm that the result of Phase C
condition due to hoop buckling is true by assigning a zero to the
T-test between Phases B and A. Assigning one to the T-test
between Phases B and C.
Table 18: Phases A and C on T-test for hoop buckling
Phase A
Phase B
0.005232604
0.005232604
Mean
1.29586E-05
1.29586E-05
Variance
37583
37583
Observations
Hypothesized M D 0
75164
df
1
P(T<=t) two-tail
T Critical two-tail 1.959995546
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